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Welcome to Britzerland 
Swiss show the way if we exit EU 
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Enjoy unlimited access to thesun.co.uk as 
well as:

Get the mobile app and our daily tablet app 
edition, with the best in news, sport and showbiz
Watch highlights from every Premier League, 
FA Cup and Scottish Premiership game
Enjoy discounts and money -saving deals on 
everything from £9.50 Holidays to free family 
days out

WANT THE FULL ARTICLE  AND INSTANT ACCESS?

To access The Sun website you need a  membership

A WHOLE NEW WORLD OF DIGITAL  ENTERTAINMENT

AFTER the possibility of a “Brexit” from Europe was openly discussed, The 
Sun visited Switzerland to see how one of the world’s most prosperous nations 
fares outside the Union. 

Join Sun+ for free to read more. 
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Brits could follow landmark decision of Switzerland

PROMOTIONS 19/09/14 

Shopping FREE... 
Join Sun+ to get a 
£20 Tesco gift card
AT a time when hard-up Brits 
are struggling to pay the bills, 
save yourself a few quid when 
you become a Sun+ members

FEATURES

Join Sun+ and then 
download our 
super mobile apps
GET The Sun wherever you 
go... all the news, sport and 
glam on iPhone and Android

PROMOTIONS 20/10/14 

Get a free retro 
football shirt worth 
£40: Choose from a 
shirt of your choice
GET a Premier League, 
Championship or International 
team shirt when you join Sun+ 

SUN SLIMMERS 14/07/14 

I shed 1st 9lb on Sun 
Slimmers diet... and 
you can too
VIDEO: KERRY Katona has 
been on our diet for just a  
month and has lost nearly two 
stone. Get her full diet plan

NO DIET DIET

Bianca Gascoigne: 'I 
lost a stone in six 
weeks on the No-
Diet Diet'
SHE'S  tried - and hated - 
dozens of other weight -loss 
plans, but Bianca Gascoigne 
got results on the No-Diet Diet

PROMOTIONS 13/10/14 

Get a free Hudl  
when you join Sun+ 
TAKE an annual Sun+ 
membership and as well as the 
tablet, you'll enjoy the Perks of  
being a member with £9.50 
hols, free days-out, meal deals 
and much more
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